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News in Brief
Thousands Of Arabs 

Rush Israel’s Boarder
This year on the annual Land 

Day, a time when the Arab world 
marks what  happened in 1976 as 
the Israeli government expanded 
the Jewish settlement  area and set 
up the Jewish settlements as the 
first line of defense for the Israeli 
people and the Arab world re-
members that as a terrible time. 
Since that time the Palestinians 
hold Nakba Day, Nakba meaning 
catastrophe, and today its called 
Land Day - they do this  for the 
purpose of keeping in the minds 
of the Palestinian people a time 
that they believe was a catastro-
phe for their desires to have a 
Palestinian state. 

This year Arabs from the Arab 
world called for Land Day to be 
a time when thousands  of Arabs 
would rush the borders of Israel 
but  also they would call and  
demand that the Israelis stop  
Judaizing Jerusalem or the Arab 
world would breach Israeli  bor-
ders and march to Jerusalem to 
stop the Israeli  people from tak-
ing over the city of Jerusalem.

Jews Face Destruction 
From Persian Leader
Jews around the world cele-

brate Purim, the record of God's 
protection from total destruction 
by a Persian leader named Ha-
man. This took place 2,500 years 
ago and at  the same time, the 
Jewish state of Israel  prepares 
for an attack  from another Per-
sian ruler, the modern day Ha-
man, named Ahmadinejad, the 
president of Iran. The book of 
Esther, in the Bible, gives the 
account of how wicked Haman 
wanted to  eliminate all Jews 
from the face of the earth and 
how the Jewish Queen Esther 
had come into the Persian king-
dom at the right  time and was  
instrumental  in saving her peo-
ple from total destruction.

Iranian President Ahmadinejad 
is today leader of the nation 
known as Persia until 1936 and 
this modern day Haman has on 
numerous occasions called for 
the total destruction of the Jew-
ish people a replay of history.

Radical Islamic Elements Have Firm Grip On Egypt
CAIRO - Egypt's newly em-
powered Islamists have re-
cently tightened their grip on 
the control of this the largest of 
Arab nations in the Middle 
East which will have an effect 
on the future of the entire 
Middle East.

The radical Islamist organi-
zation, the Muslim Brother-

hood, has at least 75% of the 
membership of the Egyptian 
Parliament and as they rebuild 
the political structure of their 
nation this will determine what 
direction Egypt will take in the 
near future.

The Muslim Brotherhood 
has a major influence in the 
rebuilding of the next govern-

ment for Libya. They also 
yield much power in the future 
direction for both Syria and 
Jordan. The growing impact of 
this far-right extremist group 
continues to spread as the rest 
of the world watches from afar 
the changing of the political 
landscape in the Middle East-
ern region.
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Iraq Hosts Arab League Summit
BAGHDAD - The war torn 
nation of Iraq has put in motion 
their efforts to become a player 
in the mainstream of the Arab 
world by hosting the Arab 
Summit in Baghdad. This is just 
a part of a program to rebuild 
what once was a major nation in 
the Middle Eastern region.

Prime Minister Maliki wanted 
the Arab League meeting to 
show to, not only the member 
states of the Arab League,  but 

the world as well that Iraq is 
back and can be a positive ele-
ment in a part of the most vola-
tile region in the world, the 
Middle East. One problem with 
Maliki's plan is the resurgence 
of the radical element of the 
Islamic world and their agenda 
for Iraq, a goal that would make 
Iraq with its potential a driving 
force in the preparation of a 
global caliphate, a worldwide 
kingdom under Islamic rule.

BRUSSELS - An ever in-
creasing number of attacks on 
Jews around the world,  in-
cluding the attack on a Jew-
ish school in southern France, 
has put fear in the hearts of 
Jewish people. This attack 
left three Jewish children and 
one rabbi dead. Even those 
living in what would be con-
sidered a progessive part of 
the world. This fear for their 
very lives and the lives of 
their families only increases 
as antisemitism continues to 
grow globally.

A recent survey of people 
in ten European nations re-
veals that 30% of Europeans 
have antisemitic beliefs and 
still believe that Jews are 
responsible for the death of 
Jesus Christ, which many 
believe to be the main moti-
vat ion for ant isemit ism. 
Nearly half of those polled in 
France believed that it is 
“probably true” that French 
Jews were more loyal to Is-
rael than to their native 
France. That belief was re-
ported in nearly three out of 
four respondants in the nation 
of Spain.

An additional factor in the 
increase of European antis-
emitism is the ever growing 
p o p u l a t i o n o f M u s l i m s 
around the world but espe-
cially all across the European 
continent, a factor that results 
from the Islamic beliefs that 
Jews should be removed from 
the face of the earth.

Antisemit i sm

Al Qaeda Wants An Iraqi Civil War
BAGHDAD - With the United 
States troop pullout from Iraq 
in December 2011, this war 
torn nation has been ripe for a 
civil war with the Sunni Mus-
lims against the Shiite Mus-
lims. This would be a return to 
a terrible time of sectarian vio-
lence in Iraq like the days of 
Saddam Hussein and the time 
right after Saddam's fall.

Iraq is made up of three 
elements of the body politic 
with the Kurds in the north, 

Sunnis in the middle part of 
the state, and the Shiites in the 
south with the largest of these 
three being the Shiites with 
over 60% of the population. 
Iraqi Prime Minister Maliki’s 
coalition government is made 
up of a partnership between 
these three parties with al 
Qaeda leading the Sunni ele-
ment which wants to control 
the entire nation of Iraq and 
make it a center of terrorism in 
the heart of the Middle East.

“All Churches Should Be Destroyed”
RIYADH - The Grand Mufti 
of Saudi Arabia, Sheik Abdul 
Abdullah, says that it is neces-
sary to destroy all churches in 
the Middle East, and he based 
his declaration on the Islamic 
holy book, the Hadith, which 
quotes Mohammad as saying 
on his death bed,  that only 
Islam can be practiced in the 
Middle East. The Mufti as-
serted that all law in the Mid-
dle East must conform to 

Sharia,  the law of the Koran as 
revealed by Allah, the Islamic 
god.

This declaration by the 
Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia 
comes on the heels of a Wall 
Street Journal article written 
by the Israeli ambassador to 
the United Nations which 
stated that Arab discrimination 
against Christian minorities is 
a prevalent phenomenon 
throughout the Arab world.
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Prophecy is Practical
And Abraham said, My son, God will provide himself a lamb for a burnt-offering:

so they went both of them together.

- Genesis 22:8 (For further study - Genesis 22:1-24)

In our devotional reading we read the wonderful story of a father and son
 who travel to-

gether to the most sacred place on earth with both hearts ready to do the will of the Lord. 

As we read this passage we will watch as the Lord intervenes to give
 the son back to his fa-

ther.

This passage gives the account of Abraham taking his son Isaac to Mount Moriah, which is to-

day the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, for the purpose of sacrificing his 
son, as directed by the 

Lord, verses 1 and 2.

Notice that Abraham never questioned the Lord about th
is directive. Instead, he "rose up ear

ly 

in the morning", verse 3, and took Isaac with him the three day journey to the peak 
of Mount 

Moriah to the site the Lord had set f
or the sacrifice to take place.

I love verse 5 where Abraham tells the others with him that they should wait as he and Isaac 

will go to the place of sacrifice, and
 "come again to you", both of them. That is a wonderful 

faith that is displayed as obedience 
is followed.

Verse 8 is another great example of Abraham’s faith, he told his son that "God will provide 

himself a lamb" for the sacrifice. Abraham had trusted the Lord in the past a
nd that experi-

ence helped him in the way that he would again put his trust in the Lord
 to do what was best 

for him and his son.

The Lord Jesus Christ Himself commended Abraham for his obedience and faithfulness.
 In 

verse 11, "the angel of the Lord" is 
a pre-incarnate appearance of Jesu

s Christ. Jesus said to 

Abraham, "now I know that thou fearest God," verse 12.

The word "fearest" in the text is not the
 thought of being afraid, but instead

 a reverential 

trust in his willingness to obey the command to sacrifice his own son, the "son of promise". 

This is the kind of trust we all need in these the End Times.

The Lord would provide to Abraham a ram as the substitute for his son in the
 sacrifice, verse 

13. Notice that the ram was caught in a thicket by his horns. 
It would be a ram’s horn, the 

shofar, that the Lord would use later as an instrument to give direction to the Jewish people.

Because of the faithfulness and obed
ience of Abraham, the Jewish people, and even the rest 

of humankind, will be blessed, verses 15-18. This is the prophetic aspect of this p
assage for 

our reading.

There is so much more we could say about this passage. Let 
me encourage you to spend more 

time reading and meditating on this passage for what the Lord may reveal to you.

It is because of the promises made to Abraham, and kept, that we can believe God will be 

faithful to His promises made to each of us for salvation, and
 His promise to come get us to 

join Him in Heaven at the Rapture of the Church, an event that could happen t
oday. Let’s keep 

looking up... ...Until,

PRAYER THOT: Thank you Lord for the promises that You have made to me about salvation 

and Your return to gather me to be with you. I also thank you for your 

Word that gives me the evidence that you will keep your promises.

Jimmy DeYoung’s Until Newsletter

Jimmy DeYoung
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Prophecy Teaching CDs $25 per set
Return to Eden
To the Jew First
Age of Antichrist
The Daniel Papers
The Feasts of God
The Babylon Factor
Thy Kingdom Come
Angels and Prophecy
As in the Days of Noah
Clear and Present Danger
Alignment of the Nations
Esau and the Palestinians
Micah: “Who is like Yahweh?”

Alpha & Omega: The Beginning and the End 
Genesis: The Foundation of Biblical Prophecy

God’s Plan through the Ages

Jerusalem: Past, Present, and Prophetic
Malachi: A Middle East News Update
Joel’s Journal on the Day of the Lord

Satan, Angels, and the End Times
Ezekiel: Retribution or Restoration
Creation, the Flood, and Prophecy

The Passion and the Prophecy
Jeremiah: A Unique Prophecy
The Judgment Seat of Christ

The Zechariah Prospective
Ishmael’s Islamic Invasion
Walk Through Revelation

The 2012 Phenomenon

Israel Under Fire
Ready To Rebuild
The Daniel Papers
Revelation Walk Thru
Ready to Rebuild: Revisited
Mount, Walls, & Waters of Jerusalem
Bethlehem: Beyond the Christmas Story

Jerusalem: City Reborn, Eternal City
The Promise of Christmas 
Israel: A Land in Conflict
Esau and the Palestinians

Mysteries of the Temple
Signs of the End Times

The End Times

Prophecy Teaching DVDs - $25 each

Prophecy Teaching Books

Jimmy DeYoung’s Until Newsletter

Find these and much more at
prophecybookstore.com

Are you a serious student of Bible prophecy? Interested in studying Advanced Prophetics at 
the graduate level? Sign up for more information about the School of Prophets on our web-
site schoolofprophets.org, call us at 8-PROPHECY-8 (877-674-3298), or send an email 
to dean@schoolofprophets.org. Online classes are enrolling now!

Persecuted
Elwood McQuaid

$11.99

Sound the Trumpets
Jimmy DeYoung

$15.00

Israel Under Fire
Jimmy DeYoung

$15.00
Revelation:

A Chronology
Jimmy DeYoung

$15.00

The EU and the 
Supra-Religion 
Rob Congdon

$15.00

Holy War for the 
Promised Land

David Dolan
$10.00

Call or click now 
and get yours
for only $25!

8-PROPHECY-8
(877-674-3298)

prophecybookstore.com

Congressman Warns Of 2nd Holocaust
WASHINGTON- Congress-
man Allen West,  has warned 
that Israel could become the 
site of a second Jewish Holo-
caust if the United States does 
not take further actions to pro-
tect the Jewish state against 
Iran. West, who is a veteran of 
the Iraq War, also warned that 
the current political turmoil in 
the Middle East could lead to a 

number of Arab and or Islamic 
states engaging Israel in a full 
blown Mideast war. 

Congressman West said that 
creation of a Hamas led Pales-
tinian state based on pre-1967 
borders is the most egregious 
foreign policy decision that's 
ever been made and could lead 
to the beginning of the end for 
the Jewish state of Israel.

God knows the end from the beginning.
He has always had a plan for His Creation.

In Jimmy’s latest CD study series,
find out where we are in

“God’s Plan through the Ages”.

Nothing takes God by surprise
and His plans never fail

Israel Should Be A Kingdom - Rabbi
JERUSALEM - Rabbi Yosef 
Dayan claims that he can prove 
he is from the lineage of King 
David, Israel's second king,  and 
he wants to restore Israel from a 
state back to a kingdom, which 
he says the Lord has com-
manded in the Bible. This rabbi 
is joined by a number of Jewish 
scholars who say that God's 
Word does command the estab-
lishment of a kingdom in the 

land that God has given the 
Jewish people and Rabbi Dayan 
could be a candidate for the 
future king of Israel.

According to these scholars, 
God has commanded the Jew-
ish people when they return to 
the land of their forefathers, to 
set up the kingdom, wipe out 
the seed of Amalek, and then 
build their temple on the Tem-
ple Mount in Jerusalem.
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Shofar Communications, Inc. Order Form

Name: ______________________________________________
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Join Dr. Jimmy DeYoung
for the voyage of a lifetime.

JOURNEYS
OF PAUL
CRUISE

An exciting and enlightening
12-day cruise of beautiful

Italy, Greece, Crete, and Turkey
October 19-30, 2012

For additional information,
please contact:

Templeton Tours, Inc.
PO BOX 2630

BOONE, NC 28607

800-334-2630

templetontours.com
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April 22
• First Bible Baptist Church of 

Rochester
• Hilton, NY
April 27-29
• Worldview Weekend
• Branson, MO
May 6-9
• Green River Baptist Church
• Waynesboro, TN
May 11-13
• Unaka Baptist Church
• Murphy, NC
May 20-23
• Chapel Grove Baptist Church
• Gastonia, NC
May 27
• Ashburn Baptist Church
• Orland Park, IL
June 3
• Friendship Baptist Church
• Owasso, OK
June 10
• Mims Baptist Church
• Conroe, TX
June 11-15
• School of Prophets Prophecy 

Conference
• San Antonio, TX
June 30-July 1
• Cornerstone Baptist Church
• Ames, NY
July 2-6
• Word of Life Inn
• Schroon Lake, NY
July 9-13
• Word of Life Island
• Schroon Lake, NY
July 15-18
• Alfred Almond Baptist Church
• Almond, NY
July 22
• Florence Baptist Temple
• Florence, SC
July 29-31
• Green Pines Baptist Church
• Krightdale, NC
August 15
• Mid-Way Baptist Church
• Raleigh, NC
August 12
• Shining Light Baptist Church
• Greensboro, NC 

Jimmy’s
Schedule

calendar.prophecytoday.com

Jimmy DeYoung’s

Prophetic Prospective on the News
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A civil war in Iraq will be a precursor in the End Times scenario for Iraq that  is found in 
Bible prophecy.

Iraqi Prime Minister Maliki, who is a Shiite Muslim, has formed a coalition  government 
working to rebuild his war torn nation, a project  that has not advanced very quickly. This coali-
tion government is made up of the three members of the body politic of Iraq, the Kurds, the 
Sunnis, and the Shiites. This Maliki government is a very fragile government  that  is being 
threatened by the terrorist  element in Iraq led by al Qaeda. Al Qaeda's strategy is to divide and 
conquer thus the very  viable possibility for a civil war in Iraq. During the reign of Saddam 
Hussein, this infighting was held to a minimum because Saddam was a very strong leader.

This scenario now unfolding in  Iraq is setting the stage for what Bible prophecy calls for in 
the Last Days. Iraq, which is Biblical Babylon, will come to power in the last  three and a half 
years of the Tribulation period and be led by the Antichrist (Revelation 18, 13:15-17). This 
revived world city will be the headquarters for a one world political governmental economic 
power base that controls the known world at  that time. The leadership of this world power 
will be as mentioned, the Antichrist  who will rule with an iron fist. Only when Jesus comes 
back to destroy this Last Days Babylon will the world be free (Revelation 16:17-20).

A Strongman Will Once Again Take Control Of Iraq

Growing antisemitism around the world and especially in Europe is evidence that  the sce-
nario found in  Bible prophecy is moving ever so close to the fulfillment  of these prophecies 
for the End Times.

A number of violent attacks on Jews around the world and the attack by a radical Muslim 
on a Jewish school in France is tangible evidence that the rise in  antisemitism in our world is 
becoming a major threat  to the Jewish people today. A recent  survey among ten European 
nations indicated that  the belief that Jews were responsible for the death of Jesus Christ is a 
major factor in this rise in antisemitism. It is also true that  the ever increasing Muslim popu-
lation in Europe is a factor in antisemitism among the European peoples.

Couple this survey information with the Arab and Muslim world's use of radical rhetoric 
towards Israel and the Jewish people and the stage is being set for Bible prophecy to  be ful-
filled. Several ancient Jewish prophets revealed a time when the world would hate the Jews 
and want to rid the world of these people. Zechariah wrote 2,500 years ago that at  that  time 2 
out  of every 3 Jews would be hated and then killed. Evil angels, led by the devil himself, will 
try  and kill every  Jew on the earth (Revelation 12:7-17). Jeremiah called this terrible time in 
the future the "time of Jacob's trouble" (Jeremiah 30:7). Daniel wrote in 12:1, that the Lord 
would dispatch Michael the archangel to protect the Jews from complete annihilation.

Antisemitism Continues To Grow Around The World

There are a number of Jewish scholars in  Israel that  believe the Lord wants them to set  up the 
Kingdom of Israel today which is actually setting the stage for Bible prophecy to be fulfilled.

For over two decades, there have been serious Jewish scholars that have been preparing to 
build a temple on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem. Now, many of those same Jewish scholars, 
believe their priority is to first  establish the Kingdom of Israel, wipe out  the seed of Amalek, 
and then build the temple. Among this group of scholars, is a rabbi who says that  he can 
prove his claim to  being in the lineage of King David and thus is a candidate to become the 
King of Israel.

This group of Jewish scholars are working hard to teach the Jewish people what God's 
Word does command them to do and then move ahead with this project. Interesting to me is 
the fact  that  God's Word does call for a kingdom in the land of Israel, that's 2 Samuel 7 which 
is the Davidic Covenant. Obadiah, an ancient  Jewish prophet, wrote 2800 years ago that  the 
descendants of Amalek would be destroyed and they  would be as if they had never been 
(Jeremiah 49:18). The Jewish prophet Ezekiel gave a description of the temple that  will be 
standing during the kingdom on the Temple Mount  in Jerusalem, that's Ezekiel 40-46, 202 
verses of detailed information about that temple of the future.

In The Future Israel Will Have A King Once Again
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Jimmy DeYoung’s

Prophetic Prospective on the News

Violence against Jews is on 
the rise. Christians are being 
persecuted more and more. 
Radical Islamic elements are 
taking control of nation after 
nation. More and more politi-
cal leaders will be joining with 
Iran’s call to wipe Israel off the 
face of the map. Hatred is be-
ing spread on a grand scale,  all 
the while, people talk of toler-
ance and understanding. It’s 
like they are saying “Peace, 
peace” while there is no peace. 

This should come as no sur-
prise to the student of Bible 
prophecy.  Believers in God’s 
Word will be hunted down and 
killed for their faith, and at one 
point in the future, every na-
tion on earth will turn against 
Israel. These are grim realities 
due to the sinful depravity of 
humankind.

But let us not forget, that 
admist all the hatred and per-
secution, there is delieverance. 
For the child of God, the Rap-
ture of the Church will proceed 
the Tribulation. And God will 
not forget His people, Israel, in 
a day, all of Israel will be 
saved by their Messiah, Jesus 
Christ. Even so, come Lord 
Jesus! Let’s keep looking up...

...Until,
Jimmy DeYoung

The impact that  the Muslim Brotherhood is having on the new face of the Middle East  is 
preparing this region for the End Times scenario found in God’s prophetic Word.

With the fall of the Egyptian President  Hosni Mubarak and the rise of the Muslim Brother-
hood within  the body politic of this Arab country one can witness the reforming of a moderate 
Arab state into the potentially radical Islamist state that will be the end result. Though not  a ma-
jor factor in the Egyptian revolution, a part of the Arab Spring, the Muslim Brotherhood stood 
on the sidelines and when a political vacuum developed in  Egypt the Muslim Brotherhood 
rushed in to fill the void. The Muslim Brotherhood controls the parliament of Egypt, they are 
the majority of the committee set up to rewrite Egypt's constitution and they are reaching into 
Libya and Syria to replicate their moves in Egypt. This report  is like a page out of Bible proph-
ecy for the above mentioned Arab states and their participation in the Last Days.

The ancient Jewish prophet  Daniel wrote 2,500 years before the fact  that  Egypt would be a 
player in the Last  Days, Daniel 11:40-43. In Daniel 11:40, the King of the South  is the Bibli-
cal nation of Egypt. In that same verse the King of the North is Syria and in Daniel 11:43, the 
nation of Libya is also  mentioned. The involvement  of the Muslim Brotherhood in these three 
nations, Syria, Egypt and Libya is setting the stage for Daniel's prophecies to be fulfilled.

Muslim Brotherhood’s Power Foreshadows The Future

The Arab League Summit held in Iraq is a precursor to and End Time scenario that includes 
the control of the entire world from this war torn nation that is according to Bible prophecy.

The Arab League is a major player in the events that have unfolded in the Middle East  for 
many years now. This union of 26 member states in the Arab world has made decisions, 
moved opinion, and enforced agreements that  have an impact not  only on the Middle East  but 
the entire world. With the war torn nation of Iraq hosting the Arab League Summit, Prime 
Minister Maliki has endeavored to  bring his nation back into the mainstream and to become a 
major player in our world today.

Maliki may or may not be successful but Bible prophecy reveals that  Iraq which is Biblical 
Babylon will in  the future be the main player in the Middle East  and the entire world. John, 
who wrote the book of Revelation, in Revelation 18 foretold that  Babylon, that's modern day 
Iraq, will be the world headquarters for a one world political governmental economic system 
to be ruled by the Antichrist. Babylon will come to  power in the last  three and a half years of 
the seven year Tribulation  period only to be destroyed (Jeremiah 50 and 51, and Revelation 
16). By the way, Babylon will be destroyed in one hour (Revelation 18:10, 17, and 19).

Iraq’s Influence Will Reach Far Beyond The Mideast

A declaration by the Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia that Christian churches in the Middle 
East must be destroyed is a page out of Bible prophecy.

Over the last  several years there have been many reports of Christian churches being de-
stroyed and church attenders being killed by radical Islamists. This phenomenon has been on 
the increase in recent  days and the declaration from the Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia that all 
Christian churches in the Middle East  must  be destroyed, will only add to the urgency of this 
destruction by Muslim radicals.

Across the Arab world, more and more Christians and their churches and leaders, are the 
focus of a fast  growing element in our world today who say only the Islamic religion is the 
one that  all of human kind must  be a part  of in this time in history. This scenario  unfolding 
today was actually written about in a yesterday over 2000 years ago. John, the human writer 
of the book of Revelation, wrote of the slaughter of believers in  Jesus Christ in a number of 
locations in the book of Revelation. Revelation 6:9-11 foretells of a time when those who 
stand for the Word of God, the Bible, and who have a testimony that Jesus Christ is their Sav-
ior, these believers will be killed. Revelation 20:4 says that  they will be beheaded for their 
faith. These Biblical prophecies are referring to  the time of Tribulation, that  seven year period 
of judgment on the earth following the Rapture and before the Second Coming of Christ.

Persecution Of Believers Will Be Universal One Day


